
The pendulum demand feeder will give excellent service for many years.  
Inspect your feeder upon receipt for physical damage and completeness.  
The following should be included:

Brass Wing Nut Screw and Washer

Hopper and Cover Assembly With Attached Hopper Cone

Pendulum Assembly

Call Pentair AES when shipping container appears undamaged and  
parts are missing. Call the shipper if parts have been damaged in  
shipment or if container appears to have been opened during shipment 
and parts are missing.

This feeder may be used with these hoppers:

FH22 – 22-lb (10-kg) hopper FH88 – 88-lb (40-kg) hopper

FH44 – 44-lb (20-kg) hopper  FH132 – 132-lb (60-kg) hopper 

Assembly
1.  Remove the three 1/4" x 1/2" sheet metal screws securing the black, 

slotted hopper cone to the hopper.

2.  Retrieve the pendulum assembly packed inside the hopper. Discard the 
packing material inside the hopper.

3.   Assemble the pendulum by inserting it into the black, slotted, hopper  
cone sleeve.

4.   Slide and rotate the two pieces until the imbedded brass nut can be 
observed through the diagonal slot.

5.   Place the washer over the brass, wing-style screw. Thread the wing-
style screw into the imbedded brass nut through the diagonal slot until 
slightly snug. Rotate pendulum assembly until brass, wing-style screw 
stops in diagonal slot near flanged end of coned sleeve.

6.  While holding the pendulum assembly upright, place a small amount  
of food pellets into the coned sleeve.

7.  Loosen the wing-style screw and twist the pendulum assembly in the 
diagonal slot. This action adjusts the amount of food delivered from 
the assembly. When pendulum dispenses the correct volume of food, 
tighten wing-style screw finger-tight.

8.  Reattach pendulum assembly to hopper with the three screws removed  
in step 1.

9.  Suspend the entire assembly over the pond, extending the pendulum 
rod into the water to a depth where the fish will be able to strike it.

10.  Load the hopper with the desired food pellets.

11.  If necessary, feed dispensing adjustments can be made by  
loosening the wing-style screw and slightly twisting the pendulum 
assembly in the diagonal slot. Move the pendulum rod to check  
volume of dispensed food.
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